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AFTER TWO TRIES, 
ONE COUPLE FINALLY 
BUILDS THEIR DREAM 
HOME FIT FOR THEIR 
FAMILY OF FIVE.
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To make the large foyer feel 
welcoming, Blackwell outfitted 

it with a streamlined sofa by Lee 
Industries, a rattan coffee table 
by Arteriors, and a side table by 

Sarreid Ltd. To mimic the exterior, 
painted white brick was added 

to the interior of the foyer walls, 
a sophisticated contrast to the 
black French limestone floors.
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The dining room pulls in green accents from the 
modern French dining chairs by Worlds Away 

swathed in an aged velvet by Lee Jofa. The round 
painted dining table is by Theodore Alexander, the 

wood and steel console is by RH, and the chandelier 
is by Arteriors. OPPOSITE: The Reynoldses wanted 

a modern black-and-white color palette running 
throughout the home, so Blackwell tempered that 

with warm neutrals and patterns such as camel tones 
and organic wood detailing. The sofa is by Lillian 

August, the pair of leather swivel chairs are by Lee 
Industries, and the rug is by Loloi.
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FFOR MARK AND KATHLEEN REYNOLDS, IT’S ALWAYS	
been about the space. The couple, who lived in Arizona 
full-time while Mark Reynolds was a first and third 
baseman for multiple MLB teams, had a seamless, open 
floorplan with ample outdoor living. “In Arizona, we had a 
one-story home with a huge outdoor living area on a little 
over one acre,” Kathleen Reynolds says. “We entertain a 
lot, so we loved having so much space outdoors, because in 
Arizona, you’re outside almost all year long.”

But when the couple moved to Charlotte in 2015, the lot 
they purchased in Longview wasn’t wide enough to accom-
modate a one-story home, and the land itself was a little over 
one acre. “We loved our home in Longview,” says Kathleen 
Reynolds of the custom home they built with Arcadia Homes. 
“We loved that it was very open and airy. But with three 
young boys and two large dogs, we needed more outdoor 

space than that home could afford us.” After four years in 
their Longview home, their contact with Arcadia showed 
them a ranch on a two-acre lot in South Charlotte that could 
bring their dream of an oversized outdoor living space, along 
with a sizable yard for their young boys to play, to fruition. 
After razing the existing home, the Reynoldses finally had the 
land they wanted for their new home. 

The couple once again enlisted Arcadia to design their 
new home and tasked Lynn Blackwell to design the interiors. 
Having worked with the Reynoldses on their previous home, 
Blackwell knew the couple’s style. “Their first house was light, 
bright, and airy, and French Tudor–style in architecture,” 
the designer says. “But for this home, they wanted black and 
white with neutrals woven through. I tried to add in those 
neutrals to temper all of the white to make the home more 
family-friendly.”
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Having Blackwell team up with Arcadia again proved to 
be a pairing the Reynoldses loved. “We’re not very good at 
seeing things spatially,” Mark Reynolds says. “Lynn would 
come in and really help us with the scale and overall flow.” 
Adds Kathleen Reynolds, “We would send Lynn something 
we liked, and she would tweak it for us. We knew what we 
wanted, but we just couldn’t put it down on paper. Lynn 
did all of that for us, and it was amazing.”

Blackwell knew how important it was for the home-
owners to integrate the interior and exterior. Hence, she 
pulled together materials, textures, and a color palette that 
helped move the flow effortlessly from room to room. “I 
felt like the inside needed to suit the outside,” she says. 
“So we added doses of camel color and black iron and a 
lot of warm woods throughout the entire home to help 
with the flow.” Black French limestone in the foyer and 
hallways complement the pattern and peacock stone in 
the spacious outdoor living space and on the pool deck. 
Custom-stained hardwood floors extend throughout the 
main living areas and soften the more industrial accents 

that Blackwell added. “We told Lynn we wanted a modern 
house, but still homey,” Mark Reynolds says. “She brought 
in a lot of modern light fixtures and modern lines but 
made it comfortable and warm.” 

Durability and livability were of utmost importance for 
the family with young children and pets. “We wanted it to 
be designed beautifully but not feel too precious,” Kathleen 
Reynolds says. “Lynn really nailed that for us. Everything is 
kid-friendly but still looks modern and rustic and industrial 
but comfortable. And we love that.” 

With an oversized open floorplan, Blackwell and Arcadia 
seamlessly blended the interior with the outdoors, a priority 
for the Reynoldses from the outset of their dream-home 
build. The entire downstairs features a modern, open 
floorplan, which gives the home an innate airy feeling. It 
also lends itself to an effortless flow between the everyday 
living area indoors and the entertaining and casual lounging 
space just outside. Mark Reynolds knew he wanted a grand 
twenty-foot, two-story foyer, and so with that, the view 
from the entry extends straight through the living room to 
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LEFT: The living room features a wood-
clad beamed tray ceiling, black steel 
doors, and a modern fireplace wall with 
industrial-style shelving. Clean-lined 
modern furnishings, like the pair of leather-
and-brass chairs by Lee Industries and the 
iron chair by Noir, mixed with black iron 
and natural wood, create a dressed-up 
yet family-friendly entertaining space. The 
chandelier is by Arteriors. 

TOP: When designing their new home, a 
large, comfortable outdoor living space 
was a high priority, so Blackwell outfitted 
the lounge spaces with cozy teak furniture 
by Kingsley Bate. Lombardo Pools 
designed the pool, which is surrounded by 
peacock pavers. 

BOTTOM: Blackwell furnished the 
outdoor living space with teak furniture by 
Kingsley Bate and peacock pavers running 
throughout. The nearby outdoor kitchen 
features a custom steel pub table by Greg 
Marshall and a slipcovered sofa and pair 
of swivel chairs in Sunbrella fabric by Lee 
Industries. A pillow in a Thibaut indoor-
outdoor fabric sits atop the chairs 
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LEFT: The kitchen was designed for the family of five to 
entertain and live day-to-day seamlessly. The high contrast 
between the black cabinetry, the white counters, and the 
painted brick backsplash give a sophisticated edge to the 
space. Natural wood open shelving, ceiling beams, and 
furnishings combine with brass accents to create a warm look. 
Iconic white-oak rift-cut counter stools give the kitchen a 
midcentury-modern feel. 

RIGHT: The black-and-white Queen of Spain wallcovering by 
Schumacher was “the perfect wallpaper for that room,” says 
Blackwell, who complemented the look with an RH vanity with 
a custom Bianco Avion–honed marble top and backsplash. The 
lighting is by Visual Comfort through Circa Lighting, and the 
mirror is by Arteriors. 
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the spacious backyard. “It draws your eyes in and through the house,” 
Blackwell says. 

The backyard is a mecca for entertaining and kid-oriented activ-
ities. “We wanted our home to be where all the kids wanted to be,” 
Mark Reynolds says. A large pool is bordered by plenty of deck space 
in a peacock paver to allow sunbathing and lounging. The loggia is a 
highlight as well, with an al fresco dining area and adjacent kitchen 
space, and a full living room for adults to unwind by the fire. “The 
whole backyard is really about our kids and entertaining,” explains 
Mark Reynolds of the Wiffle ball court, putting green, and wide-open 
green space to run and play. (A golf simulator and theater room 
inside are also big entertaining spaces for the family.) The outdoor 
living space was complete with the installation of a landscape design 
by Garden Design by Tiz.

While they loved their Arizona home and the first home they built 
here in North Carolina, the Reynoldses say they really got it right this 
time. “We took a lot of the mistakes we made in our first two homes 
and really fixed them in this house,” Kathleen Reynolds says. “It 
really is the perfect home for us now.” u

Blackwell began with white walls and 
white drapery to achieve the light, 

airy, warm yet modern aesthetic for 
the primary bedroom. As a contrast, 

she added the black iron bed by RH, a 
bench by Arteriors, and a black-and-

gold pendant by Currey & Company.  

“THE INSIDE 
NEEDED TO SUIT 
THE OUTSIDE.” 

—LYNN BLACKWELL 
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The relaxing feel of the primary 
bathroom was achieved with 
Calacatta gold-honed marble 
floors and white subway tile 
from Tile Collection. The pendant 
is by Currey & Company. 


